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1.

Early the star cluster’s formation (T=0), some of the lower mass stars are still in the τ Tauri phase while
some of the high-mass stars have reached the Main Sequence. (N2368,

2.

Ten million years later, the highest mass O stars have used up all of their hydrogen and begin to evolve
off the Main Sequence.

3.

After 100 million years all of the O stars have gone supernova. The B stars begin to evolve off of the
Main Sequence.

4.

After 1 billion years all of the B stars that are massive enough have gone supernova and the rest have
evolved into red giants. The A stars begin to evolve off of the Main Sequence.

5.

After 5 billion years the G stars begin to evolve off of the Main Sequence.
The red giant branch is populated with some of the originally more massive stars.
Some of the first red giant stars that formed have already become white dwarfs.

6.

After 10 billion years the OBAFG stars are all missing from the Main Sequence, the red giant branch is
very well populated, and there are also many white dwarfs. Only K & M stars remain on the Main
Sequence.
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1: Age

10 - 100 Myr

M21 – a 12 Myr very young Open Cluster
in the Sagittarius Arm (Sgr OB1).

It’s an early morning, 02:00 AM local DST (UT+2). We’re now in late May (2018-05-24), and even
now, 2h past midnight, the temperature is up ~17°C. The NELM 4.6m tonight makes the star hop to
my targets not straight forward, -- also because M21 and M20 are both at a low altitude (~10°)
towards the S. For locating M21-M20, I prefer to take off from the tail of Aquila, then down SSW
along Scutum from β past α-δ to γ; from Gamma Scuti straight down 4° to M25, then 4° straight W
to the wedge of bright stars in M24; Continuing now down S to 3.8m Mu Sagittarius (which forms a
triangle with 15-14 Sgr), then 1½° E to a square of 6-7m stars, and finally another 1½° SW to a
Cassiopeia-like figure W formed by four 6-7m stars. Whew…!

“Teenagers”

O-stars -> Supernova

For yet more magnification, I now switch to a close-up view using my R2 CCTV for live video (136x
@ 0.9° FOV); The stars in M21 immediately resolve to ~15 brighter members (9-10m), all being hot
massive early type-B stars, with an undergrowth of ~50 stars of ~11m and fainter. Just N of the 7.2m
centre star is a fine ring of fainter stars, which makes the cluster look somewhat like a baby octopus
in my eyes…
The HR-diagram shows the age spread well, with some hot massive stars already evolving off the
main sequence, while the cooler medium-size stars are right on the MS. The cluster also contains a
large population of low mass He3->He4 burning PMS stars in the process of settling down on the main
sequence, but these are too cool / faint to show up in my telescope.

Centring the figure “W” in my Masuyama 32mm eyepiece (34x, 2½° field), I immediately suspect
M21 at the northernmost star in the W, and M20 dangling just below the southernmost star in the
“W”. Messier described both of these objects as “star clusters surrounded by nebulosity”, but at 34x
magnification in my 80mm refractor, they are seen more like just “fuzzy stars”… For more detail, I
now click over to my Zeiss O-25mm EP for 44x magnification, which frames both Messier objects
perfectly in a 0.9° FOV. M21 is now seen as a tight OC with a bright central 7.2 m star surrounded by
a handful of ~9m stars, while M20 is marked by another 7.2m central star embedded in a faint glowing
nebulous haze

M21 is a relatively close by (4.2 Kly) and
young (~ 10 Myr) OC, still obscured somewhat
by the gas and dust, from which it was born.

M21

M21 belongs to the SGR OB1 association at 1.3 Kpc distance, located in the large, star forming
region of the inner Sagittarius spiral arm. The 12 Myr young cluster is still in the contraction phase,
though not embedded in nebulosity anymore.

M20

44x

HR-diagram of N6531.
The thick solid line represents
the ZAMS, while thin solid lines are
stellar evolution tracks for stars of the
indicated solar masses.
Turnoff
Point

M21 N6531
12 Myr

The thin line marked 7.5 Myr
indicates the evolution track from the
turnoff point of the ZAMS (i.e., the
turnoff age). A few of the ~3 Myr
young PMS stars are indicated by a
triangle.

PMS

M21 has 56 members brighter than
13m, including many type-B stars such
as the 7.3m bright, central pair of stars
HD 164863 (OB+) and HD 313693
(B1V), plus the 8.3m giant HD164844
(B1 III); The young cluster also
contains around 50 low mass PMS
member stars, some with a circumstellar accretion disk as indicated by
their strong Hα emission.

HD164863
OB+ E

HD164844
B1/2-III

56N 12E Copenhagen DENMARK
2018-05-24, 03:30 UT+2
1.7x GPC, 0.5x Red on R2 CCD/LCD
Live video @ ~136x in 0.3° FOV

136x

NGC 869 and NGC 884, H – Chi Persei
Age 13 Myr, a very young OC pair
in the Perseus Arm (Per OB1 in the Cas Arc)

Using a CZJ O-25mm orthoscopic eyepiece on my Vixen
FL-80S refractor, I can frame the double cluster in a 1° FOV
at 38x magnification. The pair of OCs now fill the view to
the edge, like two sprinkles of salt on a black tablecloth.

The two OCs in the Double Cluster are relatively young
(~13 Myr) and located at 2.3 Kpc distance in the Perseus
spiral arm, where they form the nuclei of the broader Per
OB1 association.

The E OC (NGC 884, or χ PER) is more loose and slightly
fainter than the W one (NGC 864, or h PER). Both are well
resolved, apart from the inner ~5’ of the cluster cores,
where the unresolved stars show up as a light haze. χ PER
shows a dual core, while h PER has a more concentrated
and brighter single core, with extensions towards the W.

Below the H-R diagram of h and χ Per; Note that the h/ χ
Per clusters are only slightly evolved from the ZAMS, and that
the most massive stars are only up to 20-30 solar mass. The
very highest-mass stars have by now used up all of their
hydrogen and have evolved off the ZAMS.

R2 live video shows more detail. I am now able to
resolve the bright stars in the cores, and also to see the
predominantly orange and blue colors of several of the
stars.

Each cluster contain ~300 blue-white massive stars on the
MS; The brightest blue giants of magnitude 6-7m have
evolved off the MS, as have the five prominent red
supergiants of type M0-M4, all now being variable stars
around magnitude 8-9m.

38x

136x

M bol
ZAMS

-10

RGB

Turnoff
point

PMS
0

h Per

χ Per

N869 + N884
13Myr
Log Teff [K]

56N 12E Copenhagen DENMARK
2016-11-12, 02:30 AM UT+1
Vixen FL-80S/640 Refractor
1.7xGPC , 0.5X RED + R2 CCD/LCD
Trsp: 4/7, Seeing: 4/10 (light haze)
SQM 18 (NELM 5), bright suburban

Double OC
h –χ Persei

56N 12E Copenhagen DENMARK
2021-09-04, 23:00 UT+2
Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 41 Pan + 21 Eth
PVS-14/Photonis 4G NVD
CLS filter, iPhone-Xs, NightCap 9.4
1s Exp, 30s Ave, ISO 400, Gain: high

40x
TV 21 Ethos

χ Per
G7 III Giant
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16x
TV 41 Panoptic
1
GAIA DR2
2019

NGC 884

NGC 869

χ Per

h Per

LEFT: member stars of χ (red) and h (blue)
Per based on Gaia DR2 proper motion data.
NGC 884

NGC 869

χ Per

h Per

RIGHT: The brightest massive hot blue/white
supergiants and the most prominent cooler red
supergiants in the Double Cluster (as seen with
my 4” refractor and “colour blind” night vision).

Blue/White Supergiants
7: HD14134, *61 And – B3 Ia 6.6m
8: HD14143 – B3 I
6.7m
10: HD14542 – B8 I
7.0m
9: HD14433 – A1 Ia
11: HD14535 – A2 Ia

6.4m
7.5m

Mod. Luminous Red Supergiants
1: V* AD Per – M3 Iab
8.7m
2: V* FZ Per – M1 Iab
8.2m
3: V* RS Per – M3.5 Iab
9.0m
4: V* 439 Per – M0.5 Iab
8.4m
5: V* 403 Per – M0 Iab
8.7m
6: V* BU Per – M4 Ib
9.7m

N

56N 12E Copenhagen DENMARK
2021-08-31, 01:40 UT+2
Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 41 PAN
PVS-14/Photonis 4G NVD
CLS filter, iPhone-Xs, NightCap 9.4
1s Exp, 30s Ave,
ISO: 2000, Gain: Medium

1h40m

M103 – a 16 Myr young OC

in the Perseus Arm (Cas OB8).
Of the many open clusters seen through the Cassiopeia Window,
a wide field view of the CAS OB8 region in Perseus offers one of the
best vistas. This association is found stretching from δ CAS
(Ruchbah), up NE towards ε CAS (Segin); Both δ and ε CAS are closeby foreground stars in our own Ori-Cyg spiral arm.

CAS OB8 is an example of an aging OB-association left
at the position of a young star-forming molecular cloud,
where most of the massive hot type O-stars have
detonated as super-novae, which has cleared out much of
the gas and dust in the original star-forming region.
Today CAS OB8 association contains only one type-O star,
but still 10 massive type-B stars and 3 type A- giants.

N654

The most prominent OCs in CAS OB8 are the three NGC
clusters 663, 659 and 654 plus the Messier cluster M103,
all ~20-25 Myr.

Cz4
+61°

W

Tr1

N663

M103 (N581) is dominated by the super-giant stars:
B5Ib blue triple HD9311 plus M0.5Ib red Antares-type
variable BD+59 274.
N663 is easily recognized by a par of central type-Iab
supergiant double stars: B8Iab BD+60 331 + B5Ib BD+60
333 and B6Iabe BD+60 339 + B6Ia BD+60 343.

N659

N654 features one bright supergiant star: the F5Ia
HD10495, while
M 103

N659 is relatively faint and compact in comparison,
located just NE of 44 CAS but without any bright supergiant
members but several MS early B stars (V* V1147: B1 Ve).
A couple of smaller clusters in CAS OB8 are found up N
of M103: Czernik-4 (Cz4) with a bright K0III red giant
HD9583 and Trumpler-1 (Tr1) without any prominent
bright members.
Temp.: 12°C, Hum.: 90%
Trsp.:4/7, SQM 20 (NELM 6m)
Seeing: 7/10 slight haze, calm.
Moon: 43% low towards the E

16x
TV 41 Panoptic

M103 OC
It’s a comfortable, mild (5°C/41°F) and dry December evening, 6 PM the day after Christmas.
It has been windy with a blue(ish) sky and high drifting clouds; Now the wind is abating and the
seeing is good and steady, -- but the transparency is pretty lousy, with much skyglow due to
high haze combined with a full moon on the rise in the east.
For the evenings project, I point my red dot at Ruchbah (δ Cassiopeia), high up in the SE at
81° altitude. Just E of δ CAS is a small triangle of 7m stars, and continuing from the NE corner of
this triangle, ½° up towards epsilon Cas, I get M103 in the centre of my 8x50 finder. Switching
to my K40mm finder eyepiece, I can hold a field of 1.6° @ 27x (3mm exit pupil) in one view,
from delta Cas via the small 7m star-triangle, to M103 and further up 15’ towards NE, to a tiny
triangle of 9m stars.
The M103 cluster has a diameter of only 6’, so to better frame the cluster, I click up the
magnification using my 10mm ortho, yielding 108x @ 0.4° FOV (0.7mm XP); Due to the haze
and sky glow, the faintest stars I can see are just above 11.5m, and so I can only identify around
15 stars in the cluster (out of ~172 members). They form a triangular wedge or fan shaped loose
pattern, with the triple Ʃ131 (Struve) at the apex of the wedge. I can resolve it at 27x using
averted vision into a wide pair of around 7m and 10m, with the faint B-component at roughly
135° PA. Changing to the FFC + O25 (166x), I confirm the A-B split, but am not able to identify
the C component.

108x
CZJ 10 Ortho
Ʃ131
B5I – B3

M0.5Ib

B5
St 232

M103 is a small (6’), very distant (8.5 KLY) open cluster; It is part of the young (~20 Myr) CAS
OB8 association, that includes the NGC 654, 659 and 663 open clusters. With a distance of
approximately 8,000 lightyears way out in the Perseus Arm, M103 is the Messier open cluster,
that is farthest away from us. We observe M103 right through the Orion spur and the inter-arm
gap out to the Perseus arm, through the ”Cassiopeia Window”, a relatively dust-free stretch of
the milky way.
The M103 proper cluster contains many young 9-10m blue helium burning stars, plus one
bright 8.5m red M1 giant star, that has left the main sequence (located in the centre of the
cluster). The bright star at the NW tip (Struve 131, ADS 1209) is a triple foreground system, only
a few hundred LY away:
• A: a 7.2m B5I blue / white supergiant
• B: a blue B3 sub-giant of 10.9m, (13.8", PA 142°)
• C: a 10.9m star, twice sep., same PA (28.2", PA 145°).
A much fainter double star can be found in the south-eastern part of the cluster: Stein 232
consisting of two stars 11.9m and 14.4m with 12.3" sep. In PA 20°.

N

M103 Supergiants:
HD9311: B5 Iab
BD+59 274: M0.5 Ib-II

M103
NGC 581
Cas OB8

RGB

ZAMS

HD9311

E

BD+59 274

M103

Zoom-In

”The Fan”

Σ 131

St 232
56N 12E Copenhagen DENMARK
2021-08-31, 01:40 UT+2
Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 21 ETH
PVS-14/Photonis 4G NVD
CLS filter, iPhone-Xs, NightCap 9.4
1s Exp, 15s Ave, ISO: 2000, Gain: High

40x
TV 21 Ethos

Temp.: 12°C, Hum.: 90%
Trsp.:4/7, SQM 20 (NELM 6m)
Seeing: 7/10 slight haze, calm.
Moon: 43% low towards the E

56N 12E Copenhagen DENMARK
2021-08-31, 01:40 UT+2
Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 21 ETH
PVS-14/Photonis 4G NVD
CLS filter, iPhone-Xs, NightCap 9.4
1s Exp, 15s Ave, ISO: 2000, Gain: High

N654, N663, N659
in Cas OB8

N663 Massive Stars
HD10494: F5 Ia
BD+61 315: A0 Ib/II

N

Zoom-In

N654

N654

Temp.: 12°C, Hum.: 90%
Trsp.:4/7, SQM 20 (NELM 6m)
Seeing: 7/10 slight haze, calm.
Moon: 43% low towards the E

HD10494
BD+61 315

E

Zoom-In
BD+60 343 BD+60 339

N663
BD+60 333
BD+60 331

N659

V* V1147 Cas

Zoom-In

40x
TV 21 Ethos

Blue Giants in N663
BD+60 331: B8 Iab
BD+60 333: B5 Ib
BD+60 339: B6 Iabe
BD+60 343A: B6 Ia
BD+60 343B: B2Ve

N663

M18 (N6613) – a 17 Myr young OC
in the Sagittarius Arm -- (Ser OB1)

56N 12E Copenhagen DENMARK
2016-08-02, 01:00 CEST, UT+2
Vixen FL-80S/640 + 1.5x GPC
0.5x Red + R2 CCD/LCD Live Video
Trsp.: 5/7 High humidity, Seeing: 8/10

In my 10x56 bino, M18 (NGC 6613) shows up as just a small, nebulous knot of stars. The 40mm
finder eyepiece view (24x) on my 80mm refractor reveals a sparse cluster, with a handful of ~9m
stars arranged in a ”number 2” figure (upside down, in the refractor).

O’Meara named M18 the ”Black
Swan” OC because of the
arrangement of its central stars,
which is indeed reminiscent of the
main outline of the glowing
nebulosity of M17 (the ”White
Swan”), just 1° due N.

HD168368

HD168352

136x

Zoom-In

N

From the basic skeleton outline,
O’Meara went on to imagine and
sketch a full-blown Black Swan,
sailing the shores of the Sagittarius
Arm, like a shadow of the White
Swan (M17) above; I can see that
Black Swan, with my R2 in live video.
S
N

56N 12E Copenhagen DENMARK
2016-07-25, 01:00 CEST, UT+2
Temp.: 17°, Hum.:88%, DewPt.: 15°
Moon 50%~23dy, Trsp.: 4-5/7, Seeing 8-9/10

HD168448

Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 41mm Pan
6nm Hα narrowband filter
iPhone-5s with NightCap 9.4
½s Exp., 60s Ave, Iso 5000, Gain high

110x

M17 - White Swan

Trsp.: 5/7 High humidity, Seeing: 8/10
M18

M18 (NGC 6613) was born out of the same great molecular
cloud in the Sagittarius spiral arm, which -- stretching across the
summer night sky from the north to the south -- is traced by young
open clusters such as M11, M26, M16, M17, M18, M25, M21, M20,
M8. The most massive and hottest blue stars in these clusters are
visible today in a band of OB-associations from Scutum OB2 past
Serpens OB1-2-3 down to Sagittarius OB1-4-7.
The M18 OC in the Ser-OB1 association is a sparce cluster with a
slight central concentration. It has a total of 29 young and hot type-B
stars, including three supergiants (among these the B2 Ib/II HD
168368, 9.4m) and some blue giants (such as B2 II HD168352, 8.6m and
B2 II HD168448, 9.5m). No prominent red giants are seen in the
cluster.

M18

Black Swan

C

M36 (N1960) – a 25 Myr young OC

in our Local Ori-Cyg Spiral Arm (Aur OB1)
68x

56N 12E Copenhagen, DENMARK
2016-02-15 19:30 CEST, UT+1
Vixen FL-80S/640 +1.7x GPC
CZJ Ortho-16 mm ~ 68x Mag.
Trsp.: 6/7, Seeing: 8/10, NELM 4.9m

CZJ 16mm
Ortho

BD+34 1103
Type B2-V

It’s an early evening in mid-February, -- clear and cool (-2°C/28°F), with no wind. The great
spotted woodpecker has stopped its headbanging on the withered branch in our old oak tree and
has gone to bed; Instead, the night owls have taken over, hooting in our backyard to mark the
territory around the nesting box we put up a couple of years back. We hope to see the owl chicks
again this year, come late April...
The transparency is very good and the seeing is fine, but an 8-day moon (55% illum.) is hanging
high up in Taurus (58° Alt, just 6° W of Aldebaran), so there’s quite a good amount of air glow,
reducing the NELM to around 5m (Bortle 7 / Suburban transition). My plan for this evening was
to study M44 (the Beehive OC in Cancer), but at only 28° Alt and with the bright glare of the half
moon, the Beehive seems too washed out in my 8x30 Bino to be worth a telescopic study.
Instead, I sweep my 8x30 towards the open clusters in Auriga, and though the moon is nearby,
all of the M-clusters (M38, M36, M37) are clearly visible in the bino, -- as well as the faint glow
of NGC 1907 below M38!
M36 is a member of the Auriga OB1 association located nearby in the Orion arc at 1.3 Kpc. Aur
OB1 includes Sh2-229 (Flaming Star EN) with the runaway-star V* AE Aur from the Trapezium
cluster.

Σ 737

(Somewhat confusing, behind Aur OB1 is seen the more distant Auriga OB2 association at 2.3
Kpc in the Perseus Arm. It is ~5 Myr old and includes at its core Sh2-236 (aka. the Tadpole EN).

M36 (NGC 1960) is the
youngest (~30 MYR) and
most sparse (178 stars) of
the Auriga clusters. It is 1.3
Kpc away, roughly the same
distance as M37, at the
outer edge of our own Local
Orion spiral arm. It is part of
the Auriga OB1-association,
that also if front has the
IC405 (Flaming Star EN).

The M36 open cluster has a loose centre and swirls of
stars arranged somewhat like a figure X. In this respect it
resembles M38, but the stars are fewer and brighter
(~ 9m B-type), with the centre stars arranged in an open
ellipse from which extends a straight ”tail” plus a pair of
curved ”arms”, that all-in-all reminds me of a water flea
(sorry, I’m a biologist...).
Included in the ”ellipse” is a nice double star: ∑737
(9.1m and 9.4m, sep:11”). All the bright stars in M36 are
early type B2-3 stars, with the brightest being the 8.8 m
type B2 V BD+34 1103 at the centre of the cluster. There
are no red giants in M36.

56N 12E, Copenhagen DENMARK
2018-09-16, 04:00 CEST UT+1
9°C, 74% Hum., DewPt.: 4°C
Trsp.:4-5/7, Seeing: 8/10
Twilight, SQM 17.2 (NELM 4.6)
C60/250 refractor + TV 7mm T6
NVD: PVS-14 Intens 4G
iPhone 5s, NightCap 9.4
0.5s Exp/30s Ave, ISO 6500

V* AE Aur

M36

I'm moving now from the real teenager Messier OCs (age 10-25 Myr), still located in OB-associations near the molecular clouds from which they were born, on to the moderately young (age 25-100 Myr)
Messier OCs, where all the early type-O stars have used up their core hydrogen and are now moving off the main sequence to become red giant stars.

56N 12E, Copenhagen DENMARK
2017-01-20, 21:00 UT
Trsp.: 4-2/7, Increasing fog
Seeing: 7-6/10
SQM 17.2 (NELM 4.6)

M47
HD61017
HD61224
HD60855
HD60856

M47 (NGC 2422) –

a 73 Myr moderately young cluster
in the Local Ori-Cyg Arm (Puppis)
It’s a late February evening, 9 PM Local time (2017-01-20, 21:00 UT+1); I first
point my small refractor at Sirius, then pan the 10x60mm finder east, first to the
Big Dog’s ear (Gamma CMa), and then continuing east in a straight line ~9°
(a good 2x the 4° FOV of my finder), until I hit upon the 5 m bright star 140 Pup.
In the finder (as in my 10x56mm bino), I pass a large (~2½°) barrel shaped
asterism of six 5-6m stars along the road from Gamma CMa to 140 Pup.
Now, placing 140 Pup in the SE ”corner” of the 1.6° FOV of my ATC K-32mm
eyepiece on the 80mm refractor, I have both open clusters M46 and M47 in the
same field of view at 30x magnification. I lean back, and start my first sketch of
the objects.

M46

140 Pup

140 Pup

Some M47 bright B-stars
HD61017: B9-III
HD60855: B2-Ve Be
HD60856: B5V Be
HD61224: B8/9-IV Be

140

Even in the bino, M47 was easily detected as a bright spot (magnitude 4.4 m),
while M46 was not seen. M46 (magnitude ~6m) should be visible even naked eye
from a dark site, but today I’m operating @ NELM 4.6 from my Bortle red
suburban backyard, and as the temperature is dropping towards freezing, the
high humidity (98%) is condensing and the transparency is dropping fast – so in
other words: I have to hurry!
I start by plotting the brightest stars of M47: there are a handful of luminous
4-5m blue giant stars in the centre of the cluster (like HD61017), -- some of them
binaries but I didn’t crank up the magnification to resolve these, and some are
rapidly rotating BE stars (like HD61224), with ejected material in a gaseous
circumstellar disc. All in all, M47 presents a nice view at low magnification, and
definitely deserves a closer study with my small refractor on a night with better
conditions than tonight.
In summary, M47 is a relatively close by (0.5 Kpc), moderately (young (~73
Myr), bright (4.4m) and sparse OC with four 6-7m luminous blue giants and a few
dozen fainter stars. In comparison M46 is a more distant (1.5 Kpc) and much
older (250 Myr), richer swarm of moderately luminous stars, the brightest of
which are red giants and type early-A MS-stars. As O’Meara stated: “It’s like
comparing a rock (M47) to a flower (M46)”; -- I’ll return to the flower later in my
OC observations.

M26 (NGC 6694) –

a 85 Myr moderately young OC
in the Sagittarius Arm (Scutum)
In my binos, M26 shows up as a faint, small nebula in a starrich ﬁeld, near the southern edge of the Scutum Cloud.

Switching finally to the R2 ccd/lcd (~110x @ 0.5° FOV), the view explodes in a wonderful myriad of <12 m stars, the brightest of which
are arranged in chains swinging out from the central diamond – I get the impression of a puffball mushroom, with a puff of spores shooting
up N, and being blown eastward by an invisible stellar wind. -- ”Puff, the magic puffball”... What a wonderful sight!

Clicking to the ATC 40mm finder eyepiece on my Vixen FL80S refractor (24x @ 1.8° FOV), I now pan the field W past a
small 4-star asterism (with the rectangular outline of a skewed
box), then S ca. 3°, following a line of 6m-7m stars flowing down
towards α Sct. When I have both α Sct and δ Sct in the field, I
look just E of δ Sct, where I find the faint glow of M26.
Coming directly from M11, the M26 open cluster looks
sparse at 24x, --mainly a kite or diamond shaped asterism
formed by one 9m star plus four ~11m stars.
Clicking up the magnification to 96x (10mm CZJ Ortho, 0.4°
FOV) reveals a dozen fainter (down to 12m) stars on a hazy
background of unresolved cluster members. The brightest star
is a B9 giant of only 10.3m (HD173348). It suffers an extinction
of 1.8m by the rich interstellar dust in its line of sight. With an
age of about 85 million years, M26 is still a moderately young
galactic OC.

HD173348
Type B9Ib/II

M29 (NGC 6913) –

Some M29 bright OB-stars:

a 90? Myr moderately young OC
in the Local Arm Cygnus OB1 association.
56N 12E, Copenhagen DENMARK
2015-10-25, 18:00 UT
Trsp.: 3/7 Haze, Seeing: 5/10
95% Moon

1: HD229227 O9.7-III giant
2: HD229239 B0.2-III giant
3: HD229221 B0:pe
4: HD229234 O9-III giant
5: BD+38 4067 B0.6-V
6: B1.5V
7: B-3V
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Foreground
star
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Vixen FL-80S/640
6.5x Barlow (FFC+GPC)
CZJ O-25mm Ortho

M29 / NGC 6913 is a close by (3.7 KLY), young and tight (10’) open cluster containing
ca. 230 stars, including some bright type-O and many (~75% ) smaller type-B and A stars.

The transition from daylight saving to astronomical time happened last midnight, October
24/25, and so it is already getting dark this early evening, 19:00 local time. The 13day moon
(95% illum.) is however climbing in the SE, embedded in a high, icy cirrostratus haze, complete
with fragments of a lunar halo – not a good night for DSO ...
In spite of the challenging transparency and seeing (Lim.Mag. ~ 4m), I decide to start my
sketch of the open cluster M29 in Cygnus. Aiming my red dot at the central star in the Northern
Cross, I get Sadr (Gamma CYG) in the 8° FOV of my 6x30 finder, together with the surrounding,
irregular circle of stars, that I recognize as ”the heart of the Swan”.

Sadr and the Swan’s heart are now
also just contained in the 1.7° FOV @ 24x
mag of my telescope with K-40mm wide
field eyepiece + 1.7GPC. Shifting the FOV
now 1° to the S (i.e., close to 2° South of
Sadr), I get a small (ca 5’ wide) box
shaped asterism in the centre of the
view: M29.
I have to turn up the magnification to
166x @ 15’ FOV to properly frame the
box asterism of M29 (using my O-25mm
EP with 6.5x stacked FFC+GPC barlow).
The brightest (~ 9m) eight stars of the
cluster now fill the central view – the
outline reminds me of a standing llama –
a long neck, two legs and a short, stubby
tail. I can’t detect any fainter stars in the
cluster in the current observing
conditions, so I will have to return to
M29 under darker and clearer skies!

Of the dozen stars with luminosity >10m, the 8 brightest ~9m are early type-OB blue
hot luminous giants forming a trapezoid, Pleiades-like asterism, that reminds me of a
LLama.
M29 is located in the Cygnus OB1 association on the outskirts of the Cygnus X region,
a ~10° complex of actively star forming molecular clouds and young clusters around
Gamma CYG. M29 is still partly embedded in a thick dust cloud of the Great Cygnus Rift,
which blocks 95% of the light as seen from Earth (a 3.5 m luminosity reduction!).
The obscuration of the cluster has made the distance calculation and thus the age
determination quite difficult, so literature estimates for the age of M29 range from at
least 50 Myr down to as little as 5 Myr. The HR-diagram shown here (from 2014) displays
15 probable members (based on radial velocity), and-- acknowledging that the four type
O9-B0 stars are spectroscopic binaries -- the distance is estimated to ~1.5 Kpc and the
age as low as 5-6 Myr. With Gaia DR2-3 we’ll have a better data source allowing us to
improve this calculation.

56N 12E, Copenhagen DENMARK
2021-09-12, 21:00 UT+2
Trsp.: 2-4/7, Seeing: 4-5/10
Drifting clouds
Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 41 Pan
PVS-14/Photonis 4G NVD
CLS filter, iPhone-5s, NightCap 9.4
1s Exp, 15s Ave., ISO: 64, Gain: Med.

M25 (IC 4725) –

a 92 Myr moderately young OC ,
in the Sagittarius Arm.

It’s 2018-05-24, 01h:00m Local DST (CEST, UT+2), and the observing conditions this night are
below medium, mostly due to sky glow from Nordic nautical twilight combined with thin high
cirrus (Trsp.: 3-4/7, Seeing 8/10, NELM 5.5m, Moon 69% at 19° Alt.).

2019-06-23, 00:35 Loc DST, (CEST, UT+2)
56N 12 E Allerød, Denmark. Nautical dusk
Temp. 9°C, DewPt.: 8°C, Hum.: 93%
SQM 17.5 (NELM 4.8), Inner City Sky
Moon 71% (20dy), below E horizon
Trsp.: 3/7, Seeing: 7/10

M16 Eagle

γ Sct

56N 12E, Copenhagen DENMARK
2018-05-24, 01:00 CEST (UT+2)
PVS-14/Photonis 4G Intens @ 1x Mag.
12nm Hα Narowband Filter
iPhone-5s with NightCap 9.4
½s Exp, 30 Ave, ISO 160, Gain: high

M17
Omega/Swan

Now, this is no show stopper for hunting down OCs, though low magnification / rich field views will of course be
somewhat degraded (as can be seen in my drawing). M25 is easy to locate, even at the reduced transparency tonight: from
the tail of The Eagle, down S through The Shield to the base star Gamma Scutii. From γ Sct, it’s 4° due S in DEC, and M25 is
in the centre of the FOV of my Mas 32mm finder eyepiece (34x @ 2½°).

M24 Small SGR cloud

At this rich field view, M25 is seen just below a line bending E of one 6 m plus two 7m stars, the easternmost a tight
double. Below the two ~7m stars, M25 is seen as a central 7m star (U Sgr aka HD170764, a pulsating 6.3-7.1m 6.75-day δ
Cephei var) in a triangle of three ~8m stars, with a loose assembly of ca. 10 fainter ~9m stars scattered S of U Sgr.

μ Sgr

M25

Changing to live video at 136x (R2 CCTV, 0.3° FOV), the cluster now spreads out with U Sgr in the centre, above a
scattering of 9-10m stars towards the SW. These fainter stars are distributed in a tight knot W of U Sgr plus two lines of
stars, oriented E-W below the central knot.

M20
Trifid

M25 is a moderately young (95 Myr) OC at ~2 Kly distance (known precisely, due to the Cepheid cluster member: U Sgr).
It is located in the gap between our own Local Orion-Cygnus spiral arm, and the next, inner Sagittarius-Carina arm. There
are several hot blue (type late B) stars in the cluster, for instance in the knot W of U Sgr. The V* U Sgr itself is a type G1-Ib
orange “less luminous” supergiant, and though I looked for the colour of the star, I was not able to see it that night.

M8
Lagoon

Some M25 bright stars:
1: V*U Sgr: G1-Ib Lum. Supergiant Cepheid
2: HD170719 B5/7 III giant
3: HD170682 B5-II/III Be

λ Sgr

1x

2
HD170433
1
3

1 2

3

M25

34x @ 2.5°
Vixen FL-80S/640
1.7x GPC, 32 Masuyama

56N 12E, Copenhagen DENMARK
2018-05-24, 01:00 CEST (UT+2)
Trsp.: 3-4/7, Seeing: 8/10
Moon 69%. SQM 18.9 (NELM 5.5)

136x @ 0.3°
Vixen FL-80S/640
1.7x GPC, 0.5x Reducer
R2 CCD/LCD Live Video

M6 (NGC 6405)

O5

B0

B5

A0 F0 F5 G5 K0 K5 M0

The last Messier open cluster in the [10-100 Myr] age
bracket is the ~94 Myr old M6 (the “Butterfly OC”). But
with a declination of -32°, and with my latitude of 56°N, M6
culminates at only 2° above my horizon and therefore it is
in practice not observable from Denmark.
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